MINUTES No 2
of the meeting of Scientific Committee
of VII International Competition of COOMET
“The Best Young Metrologist 2017”

Astana, Kazakhstan 18 May 2017

Participants:
Chairperson of Scientific Committee:
Vladimir KRUTIKOV, COOMET, Russia;

Members of Scientific Committee:
Pavel NEYEZHMAKOV, COOMET, Ukraine;
Toktabek TOKANOV, COOMET, Kazakhstan;
Nikolai ZHAGORA, COOMET, Belarus;
Hans-Dieter VELFE, COOMET. Germany;
Stephen PATORAY, BIML, France;
Chingis KUANBAYEV, BIPM, France;
Linoh MAGAGULA, AFRIMETS, South Africa;
Klaus-Dieter SOMMER, EURAMET, Germany;
Claire SAUNDRY, SIM, USA;

Secretary of Scientific Committee:
Karlygash Sattybayeva, COOMET, Kazakhstan.

Issues:
1. Approving the winners of the competition.

Decisions:
1. Approve Edyta BEYER (PTB, Germany) as the winner of the competition for report “Surface analysis by XRF and XPS for the Avogadro constant and the realization of the kilogram based on silicon spheres”.
2. Approve:
   Mikhail ALEYNIKOV (VNIIFTRI, Russia) as the 2nd place awardee for report “Application of H-maser with increased power in fountain atomic clocks”;
   Anna VILLEVALDE (VNIIM, Russia) as the 3rd place awardee for report “Metrological support of measurements in brachytherapy”.

Chairperson of Scientific Committee
COOMET President V. Krutikov
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